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Preface
Zahi Hawass

The Eighth International Congress of Egyptologists, held in Cairo in March 2000, marked the 
opening of the new millennium as an opportunity to evaluate and redefine the focus and goals 

of Egyptology in the twenty-first century. Through the Millennium Debates and the papers of 
other participants published here, we are made aware that now more than ever, Egyptology is fac
ing a period of change and challenge and we must meet these challenges if our field is to remain 
relevant to the modern world. The Congress was attended by some 1,400 scholars, and of the 400 
papers delivered, 248 were selected by our scientific review committee to be published in these 
volumes. It is notable that this Congress included a higher number of Egyptian Egyptologists than 
we have seen in many years. In fact, some 500 Egyptian Egyptologists attended the conference. 
Their inclusion with the more well-known names in Egyptology is an indication of one of the 
frequently mentioned themes in the Congress: the need for education and training of more 
Egyptian scholars and excavators to study and maintain their country’s monuments as part of the 
world’s heritage.

The enormous quantity of submissions to the Proceedings led to the decision to publish them 
in three volumes. Volume One contains all the archaeology papers; Volume Two, those dealing 
with history and religion; and Volume Three covers the topics of language, literature, museolo
gy, and conservation. Each volume of these Proceedings opens with the text of the corresponding 
Millennium Debates and their respondents, and the papers of the specific subjects follow in alpha
betical order by the contributor’s name.

The Millennium Debates formed a special focus for this Congress. Chaired and responded to 
by eminent experts in the field, the Debates covered archaeology, art, history, language, litera
ture, museology, religion, site management, and conservation. In his paper (opening the Debates 
in Volume One) on “Egyptology in the Twenty-first Century," David O’Connor provides a cogent 
summary of the trends in field work in Egyptology in the last forty years and discusses three 
points crucial to the future of Egyptian archaeology: the changing attitudes of Egyptians toward
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their archaeology, the need for comprehensive mapping (rather than excavation) of the national 
archaeological landscape, and theoretical issues and their impact on archaeology, epigraphy, and 
other scholarly disciplines.

Volume Two continues with keynote speakers addressing the Millennium Debate issues of his
tory, art history, and religion. In his paper, "Writing the History of Ancient Egypt," Donald B. 
Redford challenges the appropriateness of new approaches to historiography such as retrospec
tive economic theory, Egyptology as anthropology, deconstruction, and 'history from below,’ as 
he characterizes the tendency to use anecdotal evidence to draw far-reaching conclusions about 
the 'common people' in Egyptian history. Edna R. Russmann, in her contribution to the 
Millennium Debate on the study of the art of ancient Egypt laments the failure of Egyptian art 
scholarship to coalesce into a recognized subdiscipline with an academic tradition of acknowl
edged interests and methods of its own. She goes on to give a summary of the most urgent needs 
facing the study of Egyptian art as well as possible solutions. In the last Millennium Debate paper 
in Volume Two, Herman te Velde writes on “The History of the Study of Ancient Egyptian 
Religion and its Future," which he considers one of the most urgent topics in Egyptology today, 
since the core of ancient Egyptian culture is its religion. He speculates that although 
Egyptologists with various special interests will contribute to the study of religion, the most 
progress should be expected from those willing to focus their research specifically on religion and 
its accompanying issues, such as polytheism versus monotheism, pharaonism versus local reli
gions, and religion in life as well as death.

Perhaps the most challenging of Millennium Debate papers come in Volume Three. John 
Baines’ comprehensive examination of the current and future possibilities for research on 
Egyptian literature is complemented by Antonio Loprieno's notes on the problems and priorities 
in Egyptian linguistics. Baines provides extensive analysis and definition of the Egyptian literary 
corpus, its relation to the wider stream of tradition and range of written forms, and the social and 
ideological situation and status of what was written. Loprieno concentrates on the achievements 
of Egyptian linguistics over the last fifteen years and considers the impact of recent developments 
in linguistic research on Egyptian phonology and lexicography. Regine Schulz's paper, “Museums 
and Marketing: A Contradiction" is a timely examination of the pressures facing museums around 
the world to provide “blockbuster entertainment" while maintaining their five basic mandates of 
collecting, preservation, research, presentation, and mediation. Finally, my own contribution to 
the Millennium Debates, "Site Management and Conservation,” addresses some of the principal 
problems and threats to the conservation of Egyptian heritage sites and makes recommendations, 
some perhaps controversial, for improving site management methods and protection as well as 
giving suggestions for salvage and excavation over the next ten years.

In addition to being a forum for debate and report, the Congress honored several prominent 
Egyptologists for their outstanding contributions to the field, including Abdel-Aziz Saleh and 
Sayed Tawfik from Egypt: Harry Smith of England; William K. Simpson from the United States; 
Rainer Stadelmann from Germany; Jean Leclant of France; Sergio Donadoni from Italy; 
Kazimierz Michalowski of Poland; and the late Gamal Mokhtar, former Chairman of the 
Antiquities Organization of Egypt and Member of the Supreme Council of Culture.

I took great pride in the many complimentary comments I received regarding the organiza
tion and success of the Eighth International Congress of Egyptologists, but credit for this must 
be shared with the many people whose efforts made that success possible. I would like to thank 
the members of the different committees who planned and executed the many aspects involved 
in holding such a large conference. The Congress was held at the Mena House Oberoi Hotel in
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the shadow of the Giza Pyramids and thanks to its General Manager, Rajiv Kaul, everything ran 
smoothly in the day-to-day operations. The Congress would also not have been possible with
out the financial support of many Egyptian business corporations. Another important contribu
tor was the American University in Cairo Press. Its director, Mark Linz, and the Press’s editori
al staff were of great help in completing the Congress’s mission by publishing the Abstracts, 
edited by Angela Jones, and of course these final three volumes of Proceedings edited in col
laboration with Lyla Brock.

In conclusion, I would urge the International Association of Egyptologists to review and 
expand its activities in the future, with the aim of making itself better known to the general pub
lic and potential sponsors. This would enable it to raise the funds to undertake and complete valu
able projects, many of which are discussed in these volumes. I would also urge that scientific 
studies and research programs should be geared less to the personal interests of the researcher, 
but should follow an overall action plan targeting those areas where monuments are especially 
endangered, such as the Delta and the great deserts of Egypt. I believe that all who participated 
in the Eighth International Congress of Egyptologists and all those who read these volumes of 
Proceedings will take wise and positive action in regard to these concerns.
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Methods of Optimizing Sculptor’s Work 
during the Old Kingdom

Slawomir Rzepka
In s t i tu te  o f  A rch ae o lo gy , W arsaw  U n iv e rs ity

Introduction

When we admire the pyramids at Giza we have the impression that their builders must have 
had unlimited resources of materials and manpower at their disposal. Of course this is not 

true—the resources of the kings were large, but not unlimited. We have various pieces of evidence 
that testify to a clear tendency to optimize time, work, and the use of materials. It is obvious that 
a private individual had only a small fraction of the royal reserves available to him. In private 
tombs we can find many examples of sparing materials and artisans work time. In this paper 1 
would like to focus only on the statuary found in private tombs, and I will try to show that the 
aforementioned tendency is the reason for some interesting features of the Old Kingdom private 
(but sometimes also of royal) sculpture.

Reasons for Optimizing Tendencies
An important role in the work of the ancient Egyptian sculptor must have been to analyze the char
acter of the material (size of the block, its proportion, hardness, etc.) and calculate the amount of 
work needed to attain the finished work. For a tomb owner it was surely important to use the avail
able material in the most efficient way. We can be quite sure that at the same time there was a ten
dency to keep the sculptor’s work to a minimum. This tendency was a result of one of two factors:

• If a sculptor’s reward depended on the amount of time he needed to finish his work, it was 
in the tomb owner's interest to reduce this time, so he would demand from the sculptor the 
use of the most efficient technique.

• If a sculptor was rewarded just for producing a statue, without taking into account the 
amount of work needed, it was in the sculptor’s interest to reduce the work to a minimum. 

Our knowledge about the system of rewarding sculptors is too scarce to tell which system of 
gratification was in use; what is important for us, however, is the fact that a tendency to opti
mize the sculptor's work must have been present.
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Different Optimizing Techniques
The two factors, the optimization of the use of material and the optimization of the sculptor’s work, 
were combined in different ways and were a source of various peculiarities in private sculpture. Some 
of them have been noticed many times by different scholars. I will review them briefly and then pres
ent one very interesting feature, which-as far as I know-has not been interpreted in a convincing way.

The following are some examples:
1. Some statues were finished only on the front while the back was worked only 

schematically. This is especially visible on wigs, which on the front are rendered in detail, 
while their back parts are executed much more schematically.1

2. Another way of saving sculptor’s work and time was rendering details of a statue only in 
paint. This is quite frequent in the case of a different parts of kilts,2 nipples,3 and 
inscriptions.4 In some cases the details were not carved in the wood or stone of which the 
statue was made, but modeled in a layer of stucco.5

3 . We find an extreme example of reducing work to a minimum among small statuettes 
dated to the late Old Kingdom, called by Hermann Junker “Scheinstatuen,”6 and they look 
indeed more like imitations than real statues. However their function was apparently the 
same as bigger and better-modeled sculpture. While they appear to be unfinished, since 
they were painted we can be sure that what we see is a final product. Sometimes such 
“Scheinstatue” is just a natural stone, resembling in its shape a human figure, with some 
small carvings marking the most important parts of the human body (head, hands, legs).7 
All the other details-eyes, wigs, dress etc.— were painted.

4. Another technique to optimize available material was to compose a statue in separate 
pieces. This is typical for wooden statues, which usually have their arms, the front of the 
feet and bases carved separately.8 The bases are often made of wood of lesser quality.9 The 
technique was used sometimes for stone statues; we know of statues with separate bases,10 
with separate heads,11 and group statues with separate figures (e.g. a family group with 
figures of children carved from separate blocks of stone).12

5. Carving a group statue instead of a few single figures could also result in saving material, 
as well as the amount of time invested in the work. In group statues, figures are usually 
very close together, they often touch each other with their arms,13 or one figure embrace 
the other.14 As a result, the adjacent sides of the figures needed much less work than 
single statues. Here we can see the tendency for saving the sculptor work, but in some 
examples the tendency for optimal use of material is also quite clear. Pair statues are 
sometimes arranged so that one figure embraces the other and stands not directly at its side, 
but partially hidden behind it, thus it would not be possible to make two single statues of 
the same size from an original block.15

Of course I am not trying to suggest that production of group statues was only a result of the 
tendency to optimize the use of material and of the sculptor's time; this kind of sculpture, how
ever, created some new opportunities for the artist who tried to use the block of material at his 
disposal in a most efficient way, without more work than was necessary.

Seated statues with rear surface o f the seat leaning backwards
I would like to direct some attention to one quite common feature of seated statues, which in my 
opinion is the result of the same aforementioned tendencies. In many seated statues we can 
observe that the rear surface of the seat is not vertical, but leans backwards (sometimes quite con
siderably). Here are some examples dated to the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Dynasties.16
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Me t h o d s  of  O p t i mi z i n g  S c u l p t o r ' s  Wor k

1. Louvre N 118 [A 107], statue of Pehernefer;17 limestone, h.: 88.5 cm; date: early Fourth to 
Fifth Dynasties, Saqqara.

2. Cairo CG 35, statue of a man;18 limestone, h.: 61 cm; date: Fourth-early Fifth Dynasty, 
Saqqara.

3. Louvre E 25368, statue of Anchwedjes and wife Tepemneferet;19 limestone, h.: 45 cm; date: 
Fourth-Fifth Dynasty (Mycerinus-Neuserre), Giza.

4. Cairo CG 197, statue of Rawer;20 limestone, h.: 130 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty (temp. 
Neferirkare), Giza.

5. Cairo CG 21, statue of Neferirtenef with wife Wetjesetkau and small son Werkauptah;21 
limestone, h.: 83 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty (temp. Neferirkare or later), Saqqara.

6. Cairo CG 85, statue of a man;22 granite, h.: 68 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty, Saqqara.
7. Cairo CG 169, statue of a man;23 granite, h.: 41 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty, Saqqara.
8. Hildesheim 419, statue of Sebehenef;24 limestone, h.: 60.7 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty, Giza.
9. Louvre N 41 (A 40), statue of a man;25 diorite, h.: 60 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty, provenance 

unknown.
10. Louvre N 110 [A 104, E 3021], statue of Sekhemka;26 diorite, h.: 46 cm; date: Fifth Dynasty 

(temp. Neuserre or later), Saqqara.
11. Louvre N 111 [A 105, E 3022], statue of Sekhemka;27 granite, h.: 55 cm; date: Fifth 

Dynasty (temp. Neuserre or later), Saqqara.
12. Louvre N 46 (A 45), statue of a man seated and a woman standing;28 limestone, h.: 87 

cm; date: Fifth Dynasty (temp. Neuserre or later), Memphite necropolis.
13. Cairo JE 67571, statue of Kaemset;29 limestone, h.: 34.5 cm; date: late Fifth Dynasty, Giza.
14. Cairo JE 87812, statue of Imhotep;30 limestone, h.: 10.7 cm; date: Fifth-Sixth Dynasty, 

Giza.
15. Hildesheim 12, statue of a man;31 limestone, h.: 45.8 cm; date: Fifth-Sixth Dynasty, Giza
16. Hildesheim 13, statue of Neferihy;32 granite, h.: 49.5 cm; date: Fifth-Sixth Dynasty, Giza
17. Hildesheim 1572, statuette of Hetepi;33 wood, h.: 28.2 cm; date: Sixth Dynasty, Giza.
18. Cairo CG 196, statue of Seankhuptah with wife Nebuibnebti kneeling by his right leg;34 

limestone, h.: 105 cm; date: early Sixth Dynasty, Saqqara.
19. Cairo CG 201, statue of Seankhuptah with sons by his legs;35 limestone, h.: 96 cm; date: 

early Sixth Dynasty, Saqqara.
20. Cairo JE 35566, statue of Ibnedjem;36 limestone, h.: ?; date: Sixth Dynasty, Giza.
21. Wien AS 8410, statue probably of Itjef and wife, with 2 small children standing;37 

limestone, h.: 88.8 cm; date: Sixth Dynasty, Giza.
22. Louvre N 113 [A 108], Seated statue of Ptahschepses-Impy;38 limestone, h.: 46 cm; 

second half of Sixth Dynasty, Saqqara.
23. Cairo JE 98644, statue of Ipi;39 limestone, h.: ca. 10 cm; late Sixth Dynasty, Saqqara.
24. Louvre E 27492, statue of Heny;40 limestone, h.: 27 cm; Sixth Dynasty or First 

Intermediate Period, provenance unknown.
At this point we have to remember that the so-called “cuboid seat" of Old Kingdom statues 

usually is rather distant from a regular geometric figure called “cube” (fig. la). As it has already 
been stated, the back surface of the seat often leans backwards (fig. 1b). The same tendency is 
quite common on the front surface (fig. lc).41 The top of the seat very often is not parallel to the 
base, but slopes towards the front (fig. 1d).42 Sometimes all four sides of the seat are inclined 
inwards, so that the seat resembles a truncated pyramid (fig. le).43 These features, which can be 
combined in different ways (e.g. fig. 1f), can be explained (in a more or less convincing way) as
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follows: the front surface of the seat follows the shape of the calves of the seated person; the 
sloping top of the seat was interpreted by some scholars as a symbol of the resurrection of the 
represented person;44 the "truncated pyramid"-shaped seat symbolized a mound (pyramid) or was 
just invented to improve the stability of the statue.45 The leaning rear surface of the seat must 
be, however, explained in a quite different way:

• contrary to the front surface, its position was not limited by the position of the human 
figure;

• contrary to the top of the seat, the rear surface was not visible (Egyptian sculpture was 
strictly frontal) and it is difficult to find any symbolic explanation for its position;

• such statues were less stable than statues with a vertical (or forward-leaning) back surface 
of the seat.

The frontality of Egyptian sculpture makes us 
reject compositional or artistic reasons to explain 
the position of the rear surface of the seat. I think 
that the only possible reason was purely technical: 
the rear face of the seat is the remains of the sur
face of the original cube of stone from which the 
statue was made. That means that in this kind of 
statue, the remains of three surfaces of the original 
block were preserved: two side surfaces and the rear 
one, while the bottom of the base is not the origi
nal surface of the block (on the statues with a ver
tical rear face, four surfaces of original block were preserved: two sides, the rear, and the bottom).

If this explanation is the right one, we could expect to find that-at least in some cases-the front 
surface of the base of the statue should also lean backwards, i.e. it should be parallel to the rear sur
face. And indeed such examples are known. That the sloping front surface of the base is really the 
remains of the original surface of the block may provoke skepticism, but in the case of at least two 
statues we have clear proof: on the sloping front surface of the base, fragments of a line marking the 
axis of the statue are preserved.46 We know that during the Old Kingdom the regular grid of propor
tions was not yet in use, but the sculptor drew the central axis of the figure and marked on it the 
most important points of the representation which he was going to execute. This axis was drawn at 
the beginning of the work and disappeared later, together with the original surface of the block of 
stone. Sometimes parts of it could be preserved on the front surface of the base of the statue-of 
course only if the front surface of the base is the remains of the original front surface of the block.

Benefits of the technique
This technique could provide the sculptor with two benefits:

l.The block of stone needed for a statue with leaning rear face of the seat was smaller (about 
10-15 percent of its volume) than the block for a “normal" statue, with vertical back face 
of the seat. On fig. 2 we can see an example: on the left side is a “normal” statue, with the 
perpendicular back face of the seat. Its dimensions are quite usual for a private sculpture 
of this period: it is 60 cm high, 40 cm long and 21 cm wide. Such a statue was sculpted 
from a block with a volume of 0.50 m3. On the right side is a statue of the same size, but 
with the back face of the seat leaning backwards. For this statue a smaller block was nec 
essary—its volume was about 0.44 m3, i.e. this block was about 12 percent smaller than the 
former one.
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On the other hand, when the sculptor had at his disposal such a block—the height of which 
is approximately two times greater than its width-he could work with it using the technique in 
question, or he could use the “normal" technique (fig. 3). In the latter case, however, the final 
statue was considerably smaller—about 20 percent.

2. This technique must have been used for the production of seated statues from blocks, which 
by their proportions seemed to be predestined for standing statues (fig. 4). In blocks for 
standing statues the proportion of the 
height (H) to length (L) of the block 
(H:L) was approximately 2.5:1. In blocks 
for “normal” seated statues this proportion 
H:L was about 1.5:1. The proportions of 
the blocks for statues sculpted in the 
technique in question were about 2:1. So 
this technique made possible “universal" 
blocks, which were equally suitable for 
standing as well as for seated statues.

Finally, we have to mention that some 
standing statues have back-pillars leaning back
wards;47 a similar feature can sometimes be 
observed on scribe statues.48 The explanation 
must be similar, as in the case of seated statues: 
the sculptor wanted to use the block of material 
at his disposal in the most efficient way.

Figure 4

1.5 :1                     2.5 : 1

2 : 1
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